2015 ford transit review

In most cases, automotive warranties are based on the vehicle identification number VIN , and
the warranty will be valid regardless of ownership. The dealership can tell you exactly how
much warranty is left. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you
have received this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your
account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need
further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Ford Transit
Change Vehicle. Not to be confused with Ford's smaller Transit Connect, the new Transit
replaces Ford's E-Series full-size van which will be sold alongside the Transit for now. In just
about every area that commercial van buyers find important, the Transit is an upgrade. There
are two wheelbases, three roof heights and with three different body lengths. Seating capacity
ranges from 8 to 15 passengers. There are 25 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. See All. Owner
Satisfaction. Crash and Rollover Tests. Road Test Results. Performance Performance.
Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration tests are conducted on a smooth, flat pavement
straightaway at the track. The time in seconds that a vehicle takes to reach 60 mph from a
standstill with the engine idling. Transmission Transmission Transmission performance is
determined by shifting smoothness, response, shifter action, and clutch actuation for manual
transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel Economy We perform our own fuel-economy tests,
independent of the government's often-quoted EPA figures and the manufacturers' claims.
Using a precise fuel-flow measuring device spliced into the fuel line, we run two separate
circuits to represent city and highway consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's Overall Mileage
CR's overall mileage is a composite of measured fuel usage on a prescribed city course and
highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road tests, we've
discontinued the mile trip test. Braking Braking The braking rating is a composite of wet and dry
stopping distances and pedal feel. Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no wheels locked.
Emergency Handling Emergency Handling Several factors go into the rating, including the
avoidance maneuver speed and confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves when pushed to
its limit. Ride Ride Our expert judgment of how well the suspension isolates and absorbs road
imperfections and how steady it keeps the body on various road surfaces. Noise Noise Our
expert judgment of the vehicle's interior noise level in everyday driving. Front Seat Comfort
Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the front seat is for drivers of various
heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the rear seat is
for two passengers to sit across. Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas Greenhouse Gas The
Greenhouse Gas Rating represents the amount of carbon dioxide the vehicle emits compared to
other vehicles of the same model year. This score from the EPA ranges from 1 worst to 10 best.
Smog Rating Smog Rating The Smog Rating represents the amount of health-damaging and
smog-forming airborne pollutants the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same
model year. Owner Reports. Worse Better. Reliability History Reliability History The reliability
charts are based on responses on hundreds of thousands of vehicles from our latest Annual
Auto Survey. Consumer Reports subscribers reported on any serious problems they had with
their vehicles during the past 12 months that they considered serious because of cost, failure,
safety, or downtime, in any of the trouble spots included in the table below. The results are
presented relative to the average model that year. Extra weight is given to the more serious
areas such as major engine or transmission problems. Based on this data and further analysis,
we predict reliability for the latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for
a specific year. Engine Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head
gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Engine Minor Engine Minor
Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks.
Engine Cooling Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat,
overheating. Transmission Major Transmission Major Transmission rebuild or replacement,
torque converter, clutch replacement. Transmission Minor Transmission Minor Gear selector or
linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment,
rough shifting, slipping transmission. View all Reliability. Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction
To learn about satisfaction, CR has collected survey data from our annual survey on more than
half a million vehicles. Our subscribers provide great insights into their satisfaction by
answering one simple question: If they had it to do all over again, would they definitely buy or
lease the same model? In addition, respondents also rate their cars in six categories: driving
experience, comfort, value, styling, audio, and climate systems. Driving Experience Driving
Experience Includes acceleration and handling. Comfort Comfort Includes seats, climate
control, noise, and ride. Value Value Did you get what you wanted relative to the price you paid?
Styling Styling How it looks inside and out. View all Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. ABS
standard. ESC optional. Side and head protection air bags standard. Three engine choices are
offered, all of which promise to greatly improve fuel efficiency. The base engine is a hp, 3. For

more power, a hp, turbocharged 3. The third engine is a hp, 3. A six-speed automatic
transmission is standard. Read more. Drive Wheels. Coverage varies among versions of this
vehicle. Read more about extended warranties. Body Styles. Transmissions Available. Engines
Available. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From
Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access
to ratings and reviews. And I only use this Vehicle for Highway Driving. I was on the Highway
going 70 miles per hour and the Drive Shaft came out in which caused the Brakes Lines to break
and the Transmission to be shattered into pieces. And now the Vehicle is out of Warranty. And
now this Vehicle is gonna cost over 15, Before the problem became this worse I have been
calling Ford and bringing it back and forth for the same problems. And Ford will just tell me to
bring it back when the problem becomes worse than what it was. Now it's nothing that I can do.
I was wondering if any body else is having similar issues. I also bought this Vehicle back in
February brand new. And I have , miles on it now. Ive been a plumbing contractor for 12 years,
the greatest mistake i made in was to buy a ford transit high roof. I istalled expensive custom
ranger shelves for 6, On the road for two months with 3, miles the transmission crushed, was in
the dealership for over two months, couldn't fix the dam truck. I requested for a buy back which
lasted for over four months , finally ford could not even refunt me for the custom shelves even
the alar and tint. I dont want anyone to be in the same predicament as i was In February, , we
took our Transit to our local Ford dealership's service center after the "check engine" light had
come on. They determined the EGR sensor was bad and replaced it. Because we had another
Ford diesel truck E overheat while driving on the freeway years before, which caught fire and
burned almost to an unrecognizable state, my husband wasted no time reacting to the warning
signs. In order to get to the side of the freeway, he had to get through seven lanes of
fast-moving vehicles, during which time, the engine shut itself off, basically stranding him as
one more lane had to be maneuvered through at a much lower speed. Thankfully, no serious
injuries or deaths occurred from the accident waiting to happen, which did and involved only
one other vehicle. This time, no accident occurred when the engine turned itself off at 65 mph.
The van was towed to our service center at the dealership where we bought it. The EGR was
again replaced at our considerable cost since the last one was no longer under warranty. So,
thank you Ken Grody Ford. This new van gas this time - diesel on former has felt much safer,
but whether it has that dumbass EGR still, I have no idea. Hope not Miles stated was from
original post date in ; when we traded it in, was around , miles. An expensive experience overall,
but we need a tall van like this for work, and are happy with this gas version! I would say overall
this is very good, but there are always a few areas lacking, and a few bright spots. First the bad I
loaded my out with ecoboost, limited slip 3. I bought a 16 foot cargo trailer instead which is the
smarter move money wise. I tried buying the 3. The 3. I towed pounds, and cargo and got about
12mpg I have to say so far the things I don't like are the tires very limited options, small, and ,
the terrible resale value, the chipping of the paint from the sliding door being difficult to close,
the visiblility on the passenger side do to no window in cargo area, the low tow specs, vibration
of cargo storage in upper bins over passengers. The good is power in ecoboost, the mpg,
overall cargo area, maintenance so far, and my dealership has been helpful overall I am
surprised this vehicle has any issues as it has been released in Europe for many years and they
should have the kinks worked out. Ive had my van now 2 years and 2 months and it has been
great really. I get fantastic mileage if driving 50 to 60 like on many of my 2 lane highways here
No problems except recall stuff Also had guibo repaired under recall Tows 7k and 2k in van no
problem at all. Our agency purchased four extended high roof transit vans. Two diesel and two
ecoboost models. We are already having issues that ford has not wanted to deal with. One van
has been towed to the dealership three weeks ago with miles on its and we are still waiting for
why it died in the middle of the road. All but one are having sliding door issue, wont shut,edge
of door rubbing and removing paint from edge on side of van. Door is difficult to open on two of
them. If your in the van their is no handle to pull to shut the doors. Going from cargo to
passenger compartment you have to be a contortionist to get back in the seat. The are very
comfortable to drive and work out of ovel all. Popular searches. My notifications My Account.
More about the Transit Van. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter
by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Pros ride quality technology sound system
cup holders. Don't Buy! Great van until EGR fails and shuts engine off! Items per page:. Write a
review See all Transit Vans for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Transit Van. Sign Up. The
Transit is a new commercial van that replaces the E-Series as Ford's full-size offering. The Ford
Transit is a full-size commercial van sold with a choice of two body lengths, three engines, and
two wheelbases. Passenger variants, known as the Transit Wagon, have the capacity for up to
15 passengers. The Transit is available with two V-6 engines: a 3. All engines are paired to a
six-speed automatic transmission. The EPA has not tested diesel-powered Transits as of this

writing. Power is "consistent and smooth" on Transits equipped with the turbocharged 3.
Interior space is cavernous with up to Build quality is another strong point with solid materials,
soft-touch plastics, and heavy-duty cloth upholstery. Additionally, features such as leather,
SYNC, heated mirrors, and cruise control make the van's cabin a pleasant place to be. The
Transit also offers a lot of flexibility for businesses with available overhead storage on high-roof
models and doors that swing open up to degrees on long-wheelbase models. The Transit is an
excellent entry in the full-size commercial vehicle segment, with its flexibility, well-equipped
cabin, maneuverability, and powerful engines. In a First Drive review , we said that "comfort was
clearly emphasized at early engineering meetings" due to the cabin's plush feel and cushy
seats. Handling was also another strong suit since it helps make the Transit "highly
maneuverable and easily controllable. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Other years: Fair
Market Price:? The actual transaction price depends on many variables from dealer inventory to
bargaining skills, so this figure is an approximation. See All Specs. Immediate power with
turbocharged 3. Diesel option is expensive Noisy cabin on models with the 3. Expand All New
for Key Competitors. All Model Years With a wide variety of configurations, a choice of powerful
and fuel-efficient gasoline and diesel engines and easygoing driving manners, the Ford Transit
Van brings newfound refinement and flexibility to commercial vans. There's a revolution
underway in the commercial van market, as a new generation of more maneuverable, more
economical models replace longstanding van lines that were based on pickup truck platforms.
The newest example of this trend is the all-new Ford Transit Van. In just about every area that
commercial-van buyers find important, the Transit is an upgrade. Ford offers it in two
wheelbases, three roof heights and with three different body lengths. And there are three engine
choices, all of which promise to greatly improve fuel efficiency. Meanwhile, a big weight savings
comes from the new Transit Van's undercarriage, which disposes of the heavy and
space-robbing ladder frame of traditional commercial vans in favor of a carlike unibody design.
The reduced weight helps to boost fuel economy while allowing higher towing and gross
vehicle weight ratings. With the high-roof body, those more than 6 feet tall can stand upright
inside the Transit Van. Also improved is the driving experience. The driver and front passenger
take advantage of an airy, open cockpit with excellent sight lines, supportive seats and even
some of the latest technology options such as Ford's MyFord Touch infotainment system, a
rearview camera and lane-keeping alert. The Transit Van's driver enjoys the fruits of the more
refined mechanicals in the form of vastly more responsive steering and a smooth six-speed
automatic transmission that includes manual-shift functionality. Many competitors also offer
similar new vans and, depending on your intended use, each is worth consideration. The
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter has been available for some time and essentially ushered in the new,
more space-efficient, tall roof commercial van template. It's a fine-driving van, too, and brings
Mercedes' earned reputation for durability, but the Sprinter is expensive and doesn't offer the
range of engine choices of the Transit. Nissan's NV Cargo Van stays with a pickup-truck frame
and offers an optional V8 engine, which some might find a critical differentiating point. But the
NV offers just one wheelbase and two roof-height choices. The Ram Promaster Van is perhaps
the most radical, as it features a front-wheel-drive layout that may compromise utility for some
users. Commercial buyers will need to examine which of these vans works best for their needs.
But with its high number of potential body configurations and engine choices, it's likely many
will view the Ford Transit Van as the most flexible cargo van for the widest range of uses. The
Ford Transit Van is offered in a single trim level. There are standard- and long-wheelbase
models as well as low-, medium- or high-roof body styles. An extended-length body can be had
on the long-wheelbase chassis. Depending on the configuration, the Transit also can be
selected to handle increasing gross vehicle weight ratings: Transit , Transit and Transit
Standard equipment for the Transit Van includes inch steel wheels, a hinged passenger-side
door sliding on medium- and high-roof , a tilt-and-telescoping steering wheel, full power
accessories, front air-conditioning, vinyl front seats, cargo-area tie-down loops and a
two-speaker stereo with an auxiliary input jack. Options can be ordered alone or come as part of
packages. Highlights include long-arm exterior mirrors, various window choices, different axle
ratios, dual sliding rear cargo doors late availability , cruise control, rear parking sensors, a
lane-keeping alert system, a rearview camera, alloy wheels, remote engine start, rear
air-conditioning, LED cargo area lighting, a spray-in liner for the cargo area, Crew Chief
telematics , Ford's Sync with a 4-inch multifunction display or the MyFord Touch infotainment
interface with navigation and a 6-inch touchscreen. A heavy-duty trailering package is also
offered. The Ford Transit Van's base engine is a 3. For more power, the Transit can be fitted
with a turbocharged 3. Also available is a turbocharged 3. This engine isn't available for the
Transit Van All Transits come with a six-speed automatic transmission that sends the power to
the rear wheels. Payload and towing capacities vary depending on the model, but can be as

high as 4, pounds for payload and 7, pounds for towing, when properly equipped. Because of
the rules governing commercial vehicles, only a few versions of the Ford Transit Van will have
EPA fuel economy ratings. But greatly improved fuel economy should be a given for most
configurations of the Transit Van compared to the old E-Series. The 3. The same model powered
by the hp, turbocharged V6 is good for the same numbers. Every Transit Van comes with
stability control, frontal airbags, front side-impact airbags and antilock brakes as standard. A
rearview camera, rear parking sensors and a lane-keeping warning system are optional. In
government crash testing, the Transit Van was not given an overall rating, but it did score four
out of five stars for total frontal impact safety and five stars for total side crash safety. The first
thing drivers will notice is that the Ford Transit Van responds to its steering wheel in a way no
truck-based van has before. The steering responds easily and gives feedback more like a family
car than a full-size truck. A relatively tight turning circle is another welcome attribute of the new
Transit. The Transit's standard 3. The turbocharged V6 is a different animal, able to effortlessly
propel a well-loaded Transit. The new 3. Agreeable, smooth engines and well-managed wind
noise make the Transit's cabin noticeably quiet, although pelting rain hammers the roof and can
make noise in the wheelwells. And for those ultra-long versions of the Transit, the optional
rearview camera is a boon. Compared with its unquestionably dated E-Series commercial van
forebears, the Transit Van's interior is almost as much a step into the contemporary as ditching
a flip cell phone for an iPhone. Forget that massive step up and in: The first step into the Transit
still is up, but you no longer have to pick your feet over a wide and inconvenient sill covering
the frame. And the old-school van seating position now is friendlier and much more like a
conventional vehicle. With the tall center console, close-at-hand gear selector and likewise
easily accessed climate and radio controls, the interior design is more family crossover than
commercial vehicle. Those who've driven an E-Series or other old-school American full-size van
will be astonished by just how much more welcoming the Transit's interior is, even with its
unapologetically utilitarian trimmings. Items as long as 14 feet can be transported in the longest
version of the Transit, and all but the special dual-rear-wheel Transit can handle 4x8 sheets of
plywood laying flat between the wheelwells. Demonstrating that Ford engineers did their
homework, there are designed-in mounting points for exterior roof racks as well. Go to the
long-wheelbase Transit and those numbers jump to and cubic feet, respectively. For maximum
capability there's the high-roof model, which holds up to cubic feet of cargo. Quick Summary
Ford's E-Series known to many as the Econoline full-size van has been the country's
best-selling full-size van for decades, but it's finally being replaced by the all-new Ford Transit.
It promises better fuel economy, greater flexibility and a much improved overall driving
experience. After our time behind the wheel, there's no doubt it delivers on those goals. What Is
It? The Ford Transit is an all-new full-size van that will gradually replace Ford's current
truck-based E-Series vans. To accommodate the wide range of uses for full-size vans, the new
Transit comes in two different wheelbases, three body lengths and three roof heights. Thanks to
its more modern unibody construction, weight is down and payload and cargo volume are up
compared to the Econoline. In fact, the longest Transit has a best-in-class cubic feet of cargo
area, or about 75 percent more than the longest version of the current E-Series. There are three
engine choices to suit a wide variety of users, including two familiar gasoline engines that are
already in use elsewhere in Ford's U. The third option is a five-cylinder diesel engine that is new
to the U. Most versions of the Ford Transit will be configured for cargo use, with two seats up
front and little else. The Transit Wagon is the name for the passenger models that can be fitted
with seating for up to They broadly differentiate some of the available creature comforts such as
how large a center-dash information screen is fitted , but commercial vans typically are defined
mostly by their various dimensions. With the Transit that means two wheelbases Like some of
its competitors, the high-roof version allows a 6-foot adult to stand comfortably inside the
Transit's cargo area. Total length of the Ford Transit can range from about inches up to What
Engines and Transmissions Are Available? The Ford Transit line's base engine is a 3. For more
power, you can opt for a 3. Slotting between the two is an optional 3. All engines are backed by
a six-speed automatic transmission that sends the power to the rear wheels. Greatly improved
fuel economy is going to be one of the Transit's big selling points. The same model powered by
the hp EcoBoost V6 is good for the same numbers â€” and, incredibly, represents a 40
percent-plus improvement over Ford's current E-Series van with its hp, 6. Because the
diesel-engine versions of the Transit will weigh more than 8, pounds, the EPA doesn't generate
fuel economy ratings for them. Diesels are generally more fuel-efficient than an equivalent gas
engine, so it's safe to say that the 3. What Does It Cost? From there, the sky's the limit in terms
of how you can outfit a Transit. The optional EcoBoost 3. The exhaustive list of individual
options includes workhorse items such as a heavy-duty towing package, various upgrades to
gross vehicle weight rating as well as creature and safety comforts like power seats and

mirrors, a back-up camera, reverse sensing radar, lane-keeping alert, satellite radio, the Sync
infotainment interface and a 6-inch touchscreen with MyFord Touch. Regularly haul stuff 14 feet
long? It'll fit in the longest version of the Transit. Even the regular-wheelbase, low-roof Transit
can fit a load as long as All but the special dual-rear-wheel Transit can handle sheet of plywood
between the wheelwells. Go to the long-wheelbase Transit and those numbers jump to and
cubic inches, respectively. Payload and tow ratings for the various Transit configurations have
yet to be fully detailed, but Ford says the Transit's maximum 4,pound payload is a pound
improvement and the van's new maximum tow rating is 7, pounds. Both are claimed to be
class-leading numbers. First and foremost, the Ford Transit has very responsive
rack-and-pinion power steering that feels more like a normal car than a full-size truck. Combine
that with a strut-type front suspension and standard inch wheels and you'll find almost
eye-opening responsiveness to the steering wheel and almost none of the weight or unruliness
you'd expect when piloting a large van. The standard-wheelbase Transit backs up this
impression with a comparatively compact Throttle response also comes off as more carlike than
trucklike. The Transit's 3. The EcoBoost V6 was able to easily propel the well-loaded Transits
we drove, once again proving Ford's EcoBoost engines are capable of out-muscling much
larger engines. And the new 3. We found the brakes a little touchy when the pedal is first
addressed and the gearshift lever drops too easily past what should be a discrete "Drive" detent
into manual-shift mode. Ford engineers said a fix already is under way for the gearshift quirk.
Thanks to the agreeably smooth engines and what seems to be nicely managed aerodynamics,
the Transit's cabin is noticeably quiet. It rained hard during our drive and the noise of heavy
rain pelting the roof was the only sound that became distracting. Same for an occasional
slapping whoosh noise of water splashing onto the rear wheelwells. Those who routinely drive
vans like this probably find that kind of noise, uh, routine. Every Transit comes with stability
control, frontal airbags for the two front seats, tire-pressure monitoring and antilock brakes as
standard. Passenger-carrying models have seats with integral three-point seatbelts and side
curtain airbags. Back-up cameras are available for just about any Transit configuration. What
Are Its Closest Competitors? The Ram Promaster Van is another of the emerging new
generation of Europe-inspired commercial vans to hit U. As opposed to the Transit's more
traditional rear-wheel-drive layout, the Promaster is front-drive, which might limit its appeal to
some who believe rear-drive configurations are inherently more durable. Nissan's NV Van also
breaks from the traditional styling of truck-based commercial vans and like the Transit, it also is
rear-drive. But while it offers the big V8 the Transit eschews, the NV comes only in a single
wheelbase and with just two different roof heights, making it potentially less flexible for some.
Although Ford said it will continue to sell the aging E-Series vans, the Transit is the wave of the
future. It's more economical, more maneuverable and ostensibly has more utility and flexibility
than the truck-based E van. Those who drive and use vans every day might find some points to
criticize, but it's hard to imagine anyone driving the Transit and today's truck-based vans back
to back and thinking the Transit isn't infinitely better to drive. Even Ford admits it may take
traditionalists some time to adjust to the Transit's unique styling. And if you are convinced that
big V8 and V10 engines are essential for this type of vehicle â€” or particularly for the way you
use it â€” the Transit doesn't have anything for you. Edmunds attended a
manufacturer-sponsored event, to which select members of the press were invited, to facilitate
this report. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used Ford Transit Van. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. Lack of available V8 engine may be a turn-off for traditional van
buyers. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review.
Vehicle overview. Read more. Write a review See all 33 reviews. And I only use this Vehicle for
Highway Driving. I was on the Highway going 70 miles per hour and the Drive Shaft came out in
which caused the Brakes Lines to break and the Transmission to be shattered into pieces. And
now the Vehicle is out of Warranty. And now this Vehicle is gonna cost over 15, Before the
problem became this worse I have been calling Ford and bringing it back and forth for the same

problems. And Ford will just tell me to bring it back when the problem becomes worse than
what it was. Now it's nothing that I can do. I was wondering if any body else is having similar
issues. I also bought this Vehicle back in February brand new. And I have , miles on it now.
Read less. Ive been a plumbing contractor for 12 years, the greatest mistake i made in was to
buy a ford transit high roof. I istalled expensive custom ranger shelves for 6, On the road for
two months with 3, miles the transmission crushed, was in the dealership for over two months,
couldn't fix the dam truck. I requested for a buy back which lasted for over four months , finally
ford could not even refunt me for the custom shelves even the alar and tint. I dont want anyone
to be in the same predicament as i was Great van until EGR fails and shuts engine off! In
February, , we took our Transit to our local Ford dealership's service center after the "check
engine" light had come on. They determined the EGR sensor was bad and replaced it. Because
we had another Ford diesel truck E overheat while driving on the freeway years before, which
caught fire and burned almost to an unrecognizable state, my husband wasted no time reacting
to the warning signs. In order to get to the side of the freeway, he had to get through seven
lanes of fast-moving vehicles, during which time, the engine shut itself off, basically stranding
him as one more lane had to be maneuvered through at a much lower speed. Thankfully, no
serious injuries or deaths occurred from the accident waiting to happen, which did and involved
only one other vehicle. This time, no accident occurred when the engine turned itself off at 65
mph. The van was towed to our service center at the dealership where we bought it. The EGR
was again replaced at our considerable cost since the last one was no longer under warranty.
So, thank you Ken Grody Ford. This new van gas this time - diesel on former has felt much
safer, but whether it has that dumbass EGR still, I have no idea. Hope not Miles stated was from
original post date in ; when we traded it in, was around , miles. An expensive experience overall,
but we need a tall van like this for work, and are happy with this gas version! For 33 months,
26K miles. I would say overall this is very good, but there are always a few areas lacking, and a
few bright spots. First the bad I loaded my out with ecoboost, limited slip 3. I bought a 16 foot
cargo trailer instead which is the smarter move money wise. I tried buying the 3. I towed
pounds, and cargo and got about 12mpg I have to say so far the things I don't like are the tires
very limited options, small, and , the terrible resale value, the chipping of the paint from the
sliding door being difficult to close, the visiblility on the passenger side do to no window in
cargo area, the low tow specs, vibration of cargo storage in upper bins over passengers. The
good is power in ecoboost, the mpg, overall cargo area, maintenance so far, and my dealership
has been helpful overall I am surprised this vehicle has any issues as it has been released in
Europe for many years and they should have the kinks worked out. Ive had my van now 2 years
and 2 months and it has been great really. I get fantastic mileage if driving 50 to 60 like on many
of my 2 lane highways here No problems except recall stuff Also had guibo repaired under
recall Tows 7k and 2k in van no problem at all. See all 33 reviews of the Used Ford Transit Van.
Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not
Rated. See full safety scores. No official crash testing has been performed on the Transit at this
time. Sponsored cars related to the Transit Van. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have
either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe
or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles
from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of
getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX
has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks
"Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars?
Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better
purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular
blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring
types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage
fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an
impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American
used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car?
CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the service history of a

car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.
The steering easily misaligned. It can be awkward to control. But otherwise smooth ride. It is
spacious to a point. Filled to capacity it is very uncomfortable. Interior is not required for wear
and tear. For its size it provides good visibility. It is expensive to maintain. I love the size of the
vehicle especially the amount of storage in the back. I love having the camera for when
reversing it really helps me feel safer. What I don't like about the vehicle is how easily
everything breaks. My son was putting down the passenger side visor and it broke off and we
can't fix it. I like how the gas tank is beside the drivers door but I am nervous because the cover
broke off so anyone could put anything in my tank very easily. One of the seat belt covers came
off and things seem cheaply made on the inside. I need the size because I have a very large
family but really wished it was more durable. My transit wagon has over k miles and it works
great. The biggest problem is the coolant system. The hoses must be changed on time. And
there was a throttle body problem that needed to be changed but it was covered in the warranty
and ford handled great. Fast and economic plenty of room for 9 people runs great and is a good
truck. Has a big back for groceries and other stuff the seat will bend in to make more room. The
gas is great and won't be a big deal. Good vehicule. No problem with the performance.
Sometimes has issue with the gas that I think ran out to fast. Except that I like it, enough place
for a trip and reliable, I will extremely recommend it if you have children or pets because of the
place and seats position. Amazing handling. Drives like a car!! Great space and lots of room
when seating. Have drove mine cross country multiple times and would high recommend to
anyone to pick one up. If you need a great family van, or even an r. It is definitely a must buy for
any occasion. I am growing more and more disappointed every single day with fords crappy
designs, everything from the battery location to the stereo opening and their stupid little tiny
screen for the back up camera to adding a receiver hitch is all the dumbest design possible, I
should've went with Nissan toyota or honda, if you want to change or add anything in this van
good luck. Idiots at ford made sure that you can't or can barely do anything, want a DVD player
in dash? Or a roof rack? Yeah well good luck. Want to change or add a wire to the battery? It's
really nice and runs great good gas mileage no problems with it so far I love a ford if it ain't a
ford it ain't worth money. I love the cargo space. It has plenty of room for my family and all our
stuff. It has good performance we haven't had any problems except with the recall. There is a
recall on a coupling in the drive train. It causes vibration and noise under load at certain
speeds. XLT medium roof. Transit cargo van used as daily driver and motorcycle tow vehicle.
Wide and hard to reverse in because of its size. None so far I love my can we have only hadn't
replace the brakes once basic maintenance stuff. My kids live the Blu-ray player the space is
great I never have a problem fitting all my groceries on the back which is nice because I have 4
children so u buy a lot of food lol. I get great gas milage fully loaded, at 17 mpg. I Have a Transit
and the battery keeps dying do to the lights keep coming on when you open the doors how do
you turn it off. My vehicle is very reliable, except my engine light keeps coming on. It's very
comfortable. It's a v8 and the performance is great. Does go thru a lot of gas. The electrical is
shorting out, not sure why. It has great speed and runs like a champ. I love it because my 3
dogs can ride very comfortably. I wish it was a 4x4. I love my ford transit for the most part. I'll
start with my problems first. We bought it at 99, miles and shortly after it had a fuel problem
sensor which after some research is common with fords and had to be replaced. The other
problem that we've had is a lot of the plastic pieces in the inside of the van have popped off or
broken very easily. The plus sides to my van have outweighed the bad. My favorite thing is all
the room on the inside. I also love how there is a walking space between the 2nd and third row
seats. It drives well and runs good too. Haven't had any problems. With this vehicle other than
ball joints have no way to lubricate them. Had them replaced with new ones that had grease
nipples. Other than that I am happy with the overall product. Gas mileage is always a problem
with a large vehicle, but I am able to keep the trips to a minimum. I drive vehicle on daily basis
for job. Acceleration performance is excellent as I am often driving on interstates throughout
the day. Vehicle is fairly good on gas. No major mechanical issues. Comfort in back seating
area could use improvement. Large windshield area is a pet peeve of mine.. I wish that the
headlights were automatic. The running lights at night are quite bright and I've forgotten to turn
the lights on before. Also the transmission couplings fail. I was forced to take it into service
before for a recall and it seems to still vibrate a bit at certain speeds and rpms. Comfortable
roomy has good pep and is reliable. Good on gas. No real problems from manufacturers side.
The model I have har rear view camera and is a godsend turning radius is awesome no
operating windows in cargo area on van no moving air in back other than heating ac system
driver and passenger window only fresh air into cabin options can't adjust side mirror housing
from inside have to get out and adjust mirrors housing from outside if someone moves them.
Has power mirrors. Hard to leave windshield wipers up in winter for snow removal doors act as

sails when left open be careful of hard gust of wind will damage hinged area. Seats are very
comfy and their. All buttons and knobs are in very good places reachable. Rear seats can be
rearranged if needed never seen this before awesome aspect of van and can be removed if need
to use as actual cargo van. All the space inside is amazing I'm a side guy and can pass through
the seats easy. The engine strong for its size and has the best gitty up and go of any cargo van I
have ever used. You would not know that it is only a six cylinder vehicle. I really like the vehicle
so far. It drives smoothly and turns well and is a joy to drive. The gas mileage is horrible and the
windshield wiper is quite noisy. Other than that I am in love. I like the room it has -- you can
stand up in the thing so it is good if you are tired of bending over to move around. I also really
like the huge windshield it's like a panoramic view. It is a ok vehicle no complaints it is a good
transportation car with a lot of space for 6 people. I have no problems at all. It's very
comfortable, and reliable, the performance is pretty good, out of all I really recommend buying
it, it's pretty sweet. I love my own! It is a great vehicle. My family goes on road trips and get
around town in comfort. I would recommend this vehicle for anyone who needs space or needs
to transport several people. Change Year. Owner Reviews See below. For Sale
yukon xl wiki
2000 mercedes s500 headlights
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Near Me. Owner Reviews. Filter by: Rating. Comfort Reviews. Fuel Economy Reviews.
Performance Reviews. Interior Reviews. Problems Reviews. Safety Reviews. Reliability Reviews.
XL Wagon. XLT Wagon. Search by keyword. Most Helpful. Most Recent. Highest Rating. Lowest
Rating. Hope H wrote on January 17, Rebecca C wrote on November 30, Allan J wrote on
October 1, Maggie V wrote on September 24, Astou K wrote on September 21, Ryan C wrote on
August 17, Noxious wrote on July 28, Jimmy H wrote on July 21, Brianne M wrote on July 16,
Larry wrote on June 16, Dan W wrote on May 7, Wendy G wrote on April 16, Marks Marine
Electric wrote on April 3, Fuentes wrote on March 19, April R wrote on February 26, Beverly B
wrote on September 19, Gary C wrote on September 19, Gloria B wrote on September 19,
Benjamin W wrote on September 19, Daniel W wrote on September 19, William M wrote on July
15, Michael S wrote on February 24, Liv V wrote on February 18, Ali M wrote on November 22,
Continue to Overview.

